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VERTEX ZIP SYSTEM

Aesthetical privacy with hi-tech functions…

New Series Vertex Zip Screens are designed to represent solutions of aesthetic appeal and
contemporary complement with its unique fabric guide technology concealed within the side
channels.

Vertex is motorised external blind which is extremely durable, practical in use and provides great

spaces such as restaurants, terraces, balconies, either private or commercial. Simple and stylish
design of the system means it can be incorporated into new or existing buildings and Suntech
systems with an extensvie range of frame and fabric colour options.

manner with Privée models.

long durability.

even tension on fabric and fully hidden motorisation system allows ultimate control of your living
space with a single touch.

and penetration of heat while preserving the optimal level of natural light in the interior and contact
with environment. The production technology of fabrics ensures a high resistance to external

zipper which is welded to the edges of the fabric to create seamlessly operation and control of
sunlight. The zipper is securely held in the side channels which allows the fabric to run freely and
quietly while preventing the fabric to pull out of the channel.
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VERTEX ZIP SYSTEM

The minimalist, slimlane, contemporary design of the zip system provides comfortable shade and protects 

stainless steel bolts and screws.

Vertex 95 Zip System

Vertex 150 Zip System

Vertex 130 Zip System
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Technical Detai ls

Box dimensions

Max. width for single module

Max. height for single module

54x40 mm

Motor type direct drive

Control system Switch, remote or smart control options

Automation included

Control Unit optional

* Fabric Standard *Ferrari Soltis Horizon 86 Fabric

* Optional fabric types Crystal (Transparent) Fabric
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info@umbraoutdoorliving.com.au

040 339 88 19

www.umbraoutdoorliving.com.au
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